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NT AGRICULTURE IN TIME

Kimak AŞ 

Kimak AŞ is founded. Specialized in 
designing chemistry equipments, 
Kimak quickly becomes a leading
exporter of industrial machines. It
also designs and builds factories in 
and out of Turkey.

Starch Factory in 
Akyazı

The corn producers in the town of 
Akyazı, Sakarya came together and
founded Osmanbey Development 
Cooperative. The starch factory of the
cooperative was built by Kimak and it 
was highly supported by the government

Taking Over the
Factory

Due to inefficient planning and
management, the starch factory
came to the brink of failure in only
two years. Osmanbey Cooperative
contacted Kimak for help. Kimak
took over the starch factory and
created a new branch named Nişsan 
Nişasta to run the factory until the
year 2000.

NT Agriculture

Nişsan Nişasta quickly brought the factory back to life 
with a final  product so fine that it was competing with
international brands. In 1994, altough the company was
very successful individually, Turkish economy was in a 
crisis. One of the international rivals saw this as a chance
to cut Nişsan out of competion and so bought Nişsan’s
rights from the Osmanbey Cooperative. Nişsan decided to
buy corn from the farmers in order to provide raw material
to starch factories and hence the company became Nişsan 
Tarım – NT Agriculture.

Earthquake

A devastating earthquake of 
magnitude 7.4 hit Turkey. Kimak
and NT Agriculture premises were
deeply affected and the stress
caused by both the disaster and the
aftermath in economy ended the
partnership of the 4 founders. H. 
Doğan Cenker took the rights of 
both Kimak AŞ and NT Agriculture

Expansion: Ferizli 
Facilities

H. Doğan Cenker kept NT Agriculture and Kimak
alive altough numerous major and minor crisis
continued to sweep Turkish economy. He 
successfully continued to keep and grow the
company’s name as a brand in experience and
quality. Due to the increase in demand for NT 
Agriculture’s services,, NT Agriculture opened up
a second facility in the Ferizli Organized
Industrial Site.

Going Strong

NT Agriculture has two corn drying
facilities with a combined drying
capacity of 2280 ton/day. This
capacity makes it one of the biggest
drying facilities in Turkey. NT 
Agriculture is now expanding its
portfolio with the famous Turkish
hazelnuts. 
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